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ABSTRACT 

Micro-meteoroid and orbital debris (MMOD) refers to millions of micrometeoroids and orbital debris 
orbiting the Earth, which can come from remaining parts of spacecraft from previous missions. These debris objects 
keep colliding and creating new pieces of debris, with very different sizes ranging from millimeters to meters [1]. 
About 99.3% of the debris objects have a size < 1 cm. At traveling speeds of 10km/s, these debris objects can cause 
significant damage to spacecraft, satellites, and astronauts. Despite the historic use of shielding to protect vital 
spacecraft components, MMOD represents a potential hazard for future missions and operations involving humans 
in space. The small, high velocity particles are particularly hazardous to astronauts on Extra Vehicular Activity 
(EVA) from the International Space Station (ISS) and successor to the Space Shuttle, as well as the DragonX and 
potential future Space Launch System/Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (SLS/MPCV).  

Goldstone’s orbital debris radar (ODR) enhances the NASA orbital debris model with radar observations 
requested at twice per month intervals. These 4 to 10-hour long observations, currently funded by the Office of 
Safety Mission Assurance (OSMA) and first developed by Goldstein [2], provide vital information on orbital debris 
detections: size, Doppler, range, and orbit inclination angle. ODR experiment protocol transmits alternate up and 
down chirps. Only detections on both chirps constitute a “hit” or detection, i.e. an orbital debris. A common metric 
for characterizing orbital debris is flux of particles or the number per km2 day within certain range windows. These 
experiments focus on particles scattering in the Rayleigh regime, which attempts to model high power radar echoes 
as Mie scattering, and discards hits from antenna side lobes where possible. This “filtering” ensures that the 
experiments are exploring a unique size-scale of particles for the NASA orbital debris model. The debris surface 
roughness and composition can have an effect on the polarization echo strength. Our results typically show “hits” 
from both polarizations allowing us to count debris of various types. These observations currently provide the only 
access to information about this size class (2mm to 10 mm) of orbital debris. 

Goldstone’s ODR experiments operate with one transmitting antenna and a separate receiving antenna 
located close enough such that the beams provide a large area of intersection to provide a wide distribution of 
ranges. From 2004 to early 2019, Deep Space Station (DSS)-14 transmit and DSS-15 receive were used providing a 
good beam overlap and thus a range coverage of 280 km to 3000 km. Any object within our size scale passing 
through the beam overlap during the observation time will be characterized and able to be added to the NASA 
orbital debris model. Since DSS-15 decommissioning, Goldstone’s ODR operates now by transmitting with DSS-14 
and receiving from either one of the Apollo stations DSS-25 or DSS-26. The current range coverage is an 
approximate 300km window within a 600 km to 1000 km potential range coverage, depending on the pointing and 
station used. We are investigating alternative transmit receive configurations at Goldstone to recover our previous 
wide range coverage.  
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